Matrox Epica TC20+ & Epica TC48
for Dell Wyse Z90DE7 thin clients

High Performance Dell Wyse Thin Client Leverages Epica Series Graphics Cards to Deliver up to Six Outputs

The Matrox Epica TC20+ and Epica TC48 are ultra-compact graphics cards for cloud computing environments offering low power consumption, passive cooling, and superior multi-display capabilities that can be driven by a single thin client system. Designed exclusively for the Dell Wyse Z90DE7 thin client, the Epica TC20+ supports two digital or analog monitors—and up to four analog displays with a quad-enabling cable option—while the Epica TC48 supports up to four DVI or DisplayPort™ monitors. The TC20+ or TC48 card’s outputs can be added to the native GPU outputs on the Z90DE7 to achieve an unprecedented 6 outputs from the thin client with most graphics settings controlled via Matrox’s PowerDesk software. The co-certified thin client solution maintains excellent energy efficiency and thermal properties, while providing users with the optimal on-screen workspace in the most demanding virtual desktop environments.

Key Features:

- Passive cooling and low power consumption increases product reliability and eliminates noise
- Meets Dell Wyse thermal output specifications and co-certified by Dell Wyse and Matrox
- TC20+ and TC48 add to existing outputs for as many as six displays from the Z90DE7
- Stretched and independent desktop modes offer flexible configuration options
- Native PCI Express® interface for maximum bandwidth and performance
- Matrox PowerDesk software supports many features of multi-GPU configuration from a single GUI including:
  - Resolution support
  - Orientation
  - Color palette
  - Refresh rate
  - Desktop management
  - Window Management

The Dell Wyse Z90DE7 and Matrox Epica TC20+ or TC48 combination significantly improves the number of displays and screen real estate available under virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) and allows interaction and visibility never before seen in such a thermal and energy efficient thin client.
The Dell Wyse Z90DE7 is a super high-performance, expandable Windows Embedded Standard 7 thin client for virtual desktop environments. It delivers with great speed and power demanding embedded custom Windows applications, rich graphics and HD multimedia that can be displayed on up to 6 screens, using the Matrox Epica TC20+ or TC48 multi-display graphics cards.

More to See and Do with Matrox PowerDesk
Matrox PowerDesk software supports many of the key software management features it supports for Matrox alone in the Z90DE7’s multi GPU vendor environment. Multi-display features such as Multi-Display Management, Rotation, Resolution Support, Color Depth, Refresh rate, and Mode Management are supported for all displays — in a single, easy-to-use and convenient GUI.